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ABSTRACT

The main purpose of this Student Information Management System (SIMS), is a management information system for education establishments to manage student data. In the current system all the activities are done manually. It is very time consuming and costly. Our Student Management system deals with the various activities related to the students. For every colleges of their important task for people administration department is to manage student data information of the details in a the procedure oriented system manner with of latest inform updates for every year for which need to be available for easy access. In order to provide this service we designed simple follow of the Students Information role Management System enter project which has various of modules which is helpful for the student administration to the of efficiently faculty manages them student’s details.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous deepening of higher education reform, higher educational of the system and philosophy of all institutions of are intensifying and renewing, and their of carrying out office and departmental target responsibility system is one of the student important actions. The goal of office and departmental target responsibility system is linking the benefit and the results together, abandoning the old mechanism, releasing authority to the office and office department, to mobilize their enthusiasm and initiative. By In the possess of rules of implementation, identification it of the faculty performance is based on a series of the evaluation targets such as faculty their teaching, scientific research faculty’s discipline construction and of students’ work in the year's bend and then faculty benefit is of determined. The basic goal of designing of student information process. In the database system is of the student application system that is directed towards the evaluation contents of the students’ work under office of and departmental target responsibility system, covers students’ majority basic information, conforms to the operation requirements of student workers, and is advantageous for carrying on the data processing.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main objectives of the paper are:

- Providing the online interface for students, faculty.
- Increasing the efficiency of college record management.
- Decrease times required to access and live student records.
- Decrease time spent on non-value added tasks.
III. INFORMATION MANAGEMENT PROCESS

The development processes are:-

- Providing the online interface for students, faculty.
- With so many recruitment process steps and a degree of customization across businesses.
- It is important for teams to develop policies around their recruitment and candidate selection.
- Companies usually develop policies around each of these steps in the recruitment process to establish consistency and ensure all candidates are treated equally.
- Increasing the efficiency of college record management.

IV. BENIFITS OF HAVING A INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Let's have a look at top 7 Benefits of Student Management System:

- Better Performance by Students.
- Simplifying & streamlining all Tasks.
- Better Communication.
- Easy Access to All.
- Managing Timetables.
- Complete Tracking of the Students.

V. CONCLUSION

This student information management system used to store the student information easily. It also used to manipulate student information. By this student information management system we can maintain the student data efficiently. The basic goal of designing student information management database system is the database application system that is directed towards the evaluation content of students’ work under office and departmental target responsibility system. In order to implement the function of student information management, we designed the functional requirement, overall structure, data sheets and fields, data sheet Association and software codes in this paper. Combining the contents of the student performance review for office and departmental target responsibility system in Wuhan University of Technology and the need of student information processing, we designed the student information management database application system by Visual Foxpro6.0 database management system. This paper exists in automating the existing manual system. This is a paperless work. It can be monitored and controlled remotely. It reduces the man power required. It accurate information always.
Malpractice can be reduced. All years together gathered information can be saved and can be accessed at any time. The data which is stored in the repository helps in taking intelligent decisions by the management. So it is better to have a Web Based Information Management system. All the stakeholders, faculty and management can get the required information. Without delay. This system is essential in the colleges/hostels and universities.
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